BOVA FOOT PROTECTION: LIGHTWEAR

EXECUTIVE RANGE: OXFORD
Upper: Full grain leather 5 pair eyelet lace-up
Lining: Special needled-fibred vamp lining for excellent perspiration absorbency
Midsole: Shank reinforcement for arch support
Toe Cap: Steel
Sole: Single Density PU Sole (Heat-resistant up to 95°C)

EXECUTIVE RANGE: JARMAN
Upper: Full grain leather 4 pair eyelet lace-up
Lining: Special needled-fibred vamp lining for excellent perspiration absorbency
Midsole: Shank reinforcement for arch support
Toe Cap: Steel
Sole: Single Density PU Sole (Heat-resistant up to 95°C)

EXECUTIVE RANGE: CAMBRIDGE
Upper: Full grain leather, Slip-on with overlay
Elastic side gussets for ease of entering and exiting the shoe
Lining: Special needled-fibred vamp lining for excellent perspiration absorbency
Midsole: Shank reinforcement for arch support
Toe Cap: Steel
Sole: Single Density PU Sole (Heat-resistant up to 95°C)

UTILITY RANGE: ADAPT
Upper: Genuine split leather, 4 pair D-ring lace-up, Padded bellows tongue and collar for comfort
Lining: Special needled-fibred vamp lining for excellent perspiration absorbency. Anti-static, non-woven in-sock for flexibility, comfort and stability. Anti-bacterial Energiser woollen top sock with anti-microbial properties
Midsole: Shank reinforcement for arch support
Toe Cap: Steel
Sole: Single Density PU Sole (Heat-resistant up to 95°C)
HALSTED

UTILITY RANGE: MULTI
Upper: Genuine split leather, 4 pair D-ring lace-up,
Lining: Special needle-fibred vamp lining for excellent perspiration absorbency. Anti-static, non-woven in-sock for flexibility, comfort and stability. Anti-bacterial Energiser woollen top sock with anti-microbial properties
Midsole: Shank reinforcement for arch support
Toe Cap: Steel
Sole: Single Density PU Sole (Heat-resistant up to 95°C)

AKTIV RANGE: ENTERPRISE
Upper: Suede, 2 pair Ghillie loops and 3 pair non-metallic eyelets. Engineered with ankle stability feature for additional support. Reflective tape for enhanced safety. Padded bellows tongue and collar for comfort. Extra-wide fitting upper as per podiatry specifications
Lining: Needle-fibred vamp lining for excellent perspiration absorbency. Anti-static, non-woven in-sock with Poron at the ball and heel of the foot for flexibility, comfort and stability. Anti-bacterial Energiser EVA top sock with Poron at the ball and heel of the foot for additional comfort and anti-fatigue support
Toe Cap: Composite
Sole: Single Density PU Sole (Heat-resistant up to 95°C)

AKTIV RANGE: COLUMBIA
Upper: Full grain leather, 5 pair Ghillie loops with 2 pair non-metalic hooks. Padded bellows tongue and collar for comfort. Extra-wide fitting upper as per podiatry specifications
Lining: Needle-fibred vamp lining for excellent perspiration absorbency. Anti-static, non-woven in-sock with Poron at the ball and heel of the foot for flexibility, comfort and stability
Anti-bacterial Energiser EVA top sock with Poron at the ball and heel of the foot for additional comfort and anti-fatigue support
Toe Cap: Composite
Sole: Single Density PU Sole (Heat-resistant up to 95°C)

AKTIV RANGE: ATLANTIS
Upper: Full grain leather, 5 pair Ghillie loops with 2 pair non-metalic hooks. Padded bellows tongue and collar for comfort. Extra-wide fitting upper as per podiatry specifications
Lining: Needle-fibred vamp lining for excellent perspiration absorbency. Anti-static, non-woven in-sock with Poron at the ball and heel of the foot for flexibility, comfort and stability
Anti-bacterial Energiser EVA top sock with Poron at the ball and heel of the foot for additional comfort and anti-fatigue support
Toe Cap: Composite
Sole: Single Density PU Sole (Heat-resistant up to 95°C)
CORE RANGE: CHELSEA

Upper: Genuine split leather, 4 pair D-ring lace-up,
Lining: Special needled-fibred vamp lining for excellent perspiration absorbency. Anti-static, non-woven in-sock for flexibility, comfort and stability. Anti-bacterial Energiser woollen top sock with anti-microbial properties
Midsole: Shank reinforcement for arch support
Toe Cap: Steel
Sole: Single Density PU Sole (Heat-resistant up to 95°C)

CORE RANGE: HAMBURG

Upper: Suede leather, 4 pair eyelet lace-up. Reflective safety stripes for enhanced visibility. Padded tongue and collar for comfort
Lining: Needle-fibred vamp lining for excellent perspiration absorbency. Anti-static non-woven in-sock for comfort and stability. Anti-bacterial Energiser woollen top sock with anti-microbial properties
Midsole: Shank reinforcement for arch support
Toe Cap: Steel
Sole: Double Density PU Sole (Heat-resistant up to 95°C)

CORE RANGE: TRAINER

Upper: Full grain leather, 3 pair D-ring lace-up with hooks. Padded tongue and collar for comfort
Lining: Needle-fibred vamp lining for excellent perspiration absorbency. Anti-static, non-woven in-sock for flexibility, comfort and stability. Anti-bacterial Energiser woollen top sock with anti-microbial properties
Midsole: Shank reinforcement for arch support
Toe Cap: Steel
Sole: Double Density PU Sole (Heat-resistant up to 95°C)

CORE RANGE: NEOFLEX

Upper: Full grain leather, 5 pair D-Ring lace-up. Padded collar for comfort. Reflective safety tab on rear for enhanced visibility
Lining: Needle-fibred vamp lining for perspiration absorbency. Anti-static non-woven in-sock for flexibility, comfort and stability. Anti-bacterial Energiser woollen top sock with anti-microbial properties
Midsole: Shank reinforcement for arch support. Steel midsole available – 90704 (black only / 6-8 weeks)
Toe Cap: Steel. Available without toe cap – 90504 (black only / 6-8 weeks)
Sole: Double Density PU Sole (Heat-resistant up to 95°C)
CORE RANGE: NEOGRIP

**Upper:** Full grain leather, 3 pair eyelet lace-up. Reflective safety tab on rear for enhanced visibility. Padded collar for comfort

**Lining:** Needle-fibred vamp lining for excellent perspiration absorbency. Anti-static non-woven in-sock for flexibility, comfort and stability. Anti-bacterial Energiser woollen top sock with anti-microbial properties

**Midsole:** Shank reinforcement for arch support

Steel midsole available - 90705 (black only / 6 - 8 weeks)

**Toe Cap:** Steel. Available without toe cap - 90505 (black only / 6 - 8 weeks)

**Sole:** Double Density PU/PU (Heat-resistant up to 95°C)

---

CORE RANGE: MAVERICK

**Upper:** Genuine split leather. 5 pair D-Ring lace-up

Padded bellows tongue and collar for comfort

**Lining:** Needle-fibred vamp lining for perspiration absorbency

Anti-static non-woven in-sock for flexibility, comfort and stability

**Midsole:** Steel midsole available - 60702 (6-8weeks)

**Toe Cap:** Steel.

**Sole:** Double Density PU/PU (Heat-resistant up to 95°C)

---

CORE RANGE: RADICAL

**Upper:** Genuine split leather. 4 pair D-Ring lace-up. Padded bellows tongue and collar for comfort.

**Lining:** Needle-fibred vamp lining for excellent perspiration absorbency. Anti-static non-woven in-sock for flexibility, comfort and stability.

**Toe Cap:** Steel.

**Sole:** Double Density PU/PU (Heat-resistant up to 95°C)

---

TRAX RANGE: HEALTH SANDLE

**Upper:** Full grain leather, 2 Velcro strap for easy adjustment

Designed for sufferers of swollen feet or diabetes. Extra-wide fitting upper as per Podiatry Specifications.

**Lining:** Needle-fibred vamp, quarter and tongue lining for excellent perspiration absorbency.

Anti-static, non-woven in-sock with Poron at the ball and heel of the foot for flexibility, comfort and stability.

Gelonair™ top sock engineered for improved vascular circulation and perspiration absorbency.

**Toe Cap:** Steel- extra-wide fitting

**Sole:** Double Density PU/PU (Heat-resistant up to 95°C)
TRAX RANGE: HIKER

Upper: Full grain leather. 4 pair D-ring lace up with hooks. Padded bellows tongue and collar for additional comfort and support. Extra-wide fitting upper as per Podiatry Specifications.

Lining: Needle-fibred vamp lining for excellent perspiration absorbency. Anti-static, non-woven in-sock with Poron at the ball and heel of the foot for flexibility, comfort and stability. Anti-bacterial Energiser EVA top sock with Poron at the ball and heel of the foot for additional comfort and anti-fatigue support.

Midsole: Engineered with a cushioned EVA insert at the heel for shock absorption. Shank reinforcement for additional arch support.

Toe Cap: Steel - extra-wide fitting. Available without toe cap 20513 (Walnut only / 6-8 weeks)

Sole: Double Density PU/PU (Heat-resistant up to 95°C)

TRAX RANGE: MUNICH

Upper: Full grain leather. 4 pair D-ring lace up with hooks. Padded bellows tongue and collar for additional comfort and support. Extra-wide fitting upper as per Podiatry Specifications.

Lining: Needle-fibred vamp lining for excellent perspiration absorbency. Anti-static, non-woven in-sock with Poron at the ball and heel of the foot for flexibility, comfort and stability. Anti-bacterial Energiser EVA top sock with Poron at the ball and heel of the foot for additional comfort and anti-fatigue support.

Midsole: Engineered with a cushioned EVA insert at the heel for shock absorption. Shank reinforcement for additional arch support.

Toe Cap: Steel - extra-wide fitting. Available without toe cap 20513 (Walnut only / 6-8 weeks)

Sole: Double Density PU/PU (Heat-resistant up to 95°C)

TRAX RANGE: BREMEN

Upper: Full grain leather. 4 pair D-ring lace-up with hooks. Padded bellows tongue and collar for comfort. Extra wide fitting upper as per Podiatry Specifications.

Lining: Needle-fibred vamp lining for excellent perspiration absorbency. Anti-static, non-woven in-sock with Poron at the ball and heel of the foot for flexibility, comfort and stability. Anti-bacterial Energiser EVA top sock with Poron at the ball and heel of the foot for comfort and anti-fatigue support.

Midsole: Engineered with an EVA heel insert for shock absorption. Shank reinforcement for additional arch support.

Steel midsole available – 20702 (6-8 weeks)

Toe Cap: Steel - extra-wide fitting.

Sole: Double Density PU/PU (Heat-resistant up to 95°C)
HALSTED

BOVA FOOT PROTECTION: EXTREME WEAR

**CUT RANGE: HAWK**

**Upper:** Full grain leather. 3 pair Ghillie loops and hooks
Padded bellows tongue and collar for comfort

**Lining:** Needle-fibred vamp lining for excellent perspiration absorbency. Anti-static, non-woven in-sock for flexibility, comfort and stability. Anti-bacterial Energiser woolen top sock with anti-microbial properties and a Poron insert at the heel for shock absorption

**Midsole:** Shank reinforcement for additional arch support

**Toe Cap:** Steel

**Sole:** Double Density PU/TPU Sole (Heat-resistant up to 95 °C)

**CUT RANGE: DAKOTA**

**Upper:** Full grain leather. 3 pair Ghillie loops and hooks
Leather anti-scuff toe feature. Padded bellows tongue and collar for comfort

**Lining:** Needle-fibred vamp lining for excellent perspiration absorbency. Anti-static, non-woven in-sock for flexibility, comfort and stability. Anti-bacterial Energiser woolen top sock with anti-microbial properties and a Poron insert at the heel for shock absorption

**Midsole:** Shank reinforcement for additional arch support

**Toe Cap:** Steel

**Sole:** Double Density PU/TPU Sole (Heat-resistant up to 95 °C)

**SLIP RANGE: SIERRA**

**Upper:** Full Grain Nubuck leather. 3 pair eyelets with 3 pair loops
Padded tongue and collar for additional comfort. New design extra-wide fitting upper as per Podiatry Specifications

**Lining:** Needle-fibred vamp lining for excellent perspiration absorbency. Anti-penetration resistant in-sock for enhanced protection against sharp objects. Anti-bacterial Energiser EVA top sock with Poron properties at the ball and heel of the foot for additional comfort and anti-fatigue support.

**Midsole:** Shank reinforcement for additional arch support. Standard with an anti-penetration midsole

**Toe Cap:** Steel – new design, extra-wide fitting

**Sole:** Double Density PU/Vibram Rubber (Heat-resistant up to 300 °C)
SLIP RANGE: NEBULA

Upper: Full grain leather, 5 pair loops with hooks. Padded tongue and collar for comfort. Extra-wide fitting upper as per podiatry specifications.

Lining: Needle-fibred vamp lining for excellent perspiration absorbency. Anti-penetration resistant in-sock for enhanced protection against sharp objects. Anti-bacterial Energiser EVA top sock with Poron properties at the ball and heel of the foot for additional comfort and anti-fatigue support.

Midsole: Shank reinforcement for additional arch support.

Toe Cap: Steel – new design extra-wide fitting.

Sole: Double Density PU/Vibram Rubber (Heat-resistant up to 300 ºC)

SLIP RANGE: DROGUE

Upper: Full grain waxy leather, 5 pair loops with hooks. Padded tongue and collar for additional comfort. Extra wide upper as per Podiatory Specifications.

Lining: Needle-fibred vamp lining for excellent perspiration absorbency. Anti-penetration resistant in-sock for enhanced protection against sharp objects. Anti-bacterial Energiser EVA top sock with Poron properties at the ball and heel of the foot for additional comfort and anti-fatigue support.

Midsole: Shank reinforcement for arch support.

Toe Cap: Steel – new design extra-wide fitting.

Sole: Double Density PU/Vibram Rubber (Heat-resistant up to 300 ºC)

SLIP RANGE: ROCNA

Upper: Full grain waxy leather, 4 pair loops with hooks. Padded tongue and collar for comfort. Extra-wide upper as per Podiatory Specifications.

Lining: Needle-fibred vamp lining for excellent perspiration absorbency. Anti-penetration resistant in-sock for enhanced protection against sharp objects. Anti-bacterial Energiser EVA top sock with Poron properties at the ball and heel of the foot for additional comfort and anti-fatigue support.

Midsole: Shank reinforcement for arch support.

Toe Cap: Steel – new design extra-wide fitting.

Sole: Double Density PU/Vibram Rubber (Heat-resistant up to 300 ºC)
**TEMP RANGE: FREEZER**

**Upper:** Full grain leather. 7 pair D-ring lace-up. Padded bellows tongue collar for comfort

**Lining:** Non-woven material in-sock laminated to 3M needle felt thinsulate for maximum thermal insulation. Anti-bacterial Energiser woollen top sock with anti-microbial properties. Vamp, quarter and tongue lining consist of Ferrabelle fabric laminated to 3M thinsulate insulation material, guaranteeing warmth down to -25 degrees Celsius (Conforms to SatraTM 436)

**Midsole:** Shank reinforcement for additional arch support

**Toe Cap:** Steel

**Sole:** Double Density PU/Rubber – outersole 8mm thick (Cold resistant down to -25° C)

**TEMP RANGE: RIGGER**

**Upper:** Full grain leather
2 pull straps for ease of entering and exiting the boot

**Lining:** Needle-fibred vamp lining for excellent perspiration absorbency. Anti-static, non-woven material in-sock for exceptional flexibility, comfort and stability. Anti-bacterial Energiser woollen top sock with anti-microbial properties

**Midsole:** Standard with a steel midsole

**Toe Cap:** Steel

**Sole:** Double Density PU/Rubber – outersole 8mm thick (Heat-resistant up to 300° C)

**TEMP RANGE: SMELTERS VELCRO**

**Upper:** Full grain leather
2 pull straps for ease of entering and exiting the boot

**Lining:** Needle-fibred vamp lining for excellent perspiration absorbency. Anti-static, non-woven material in-sock for exceptional flexibility, comfort and stability. Anti-bacterial Energiser woollen top sock with anti-microbial properties

**Midsole:** Standard with a steel midsole

**Toe Cap:** Steel

**Sole:** Double Density PU/Rubber – outersole 8mm thick (Heat-resistant up to 300° C)
**TEMP RANGE: SMELTERS BUCKLE**

**Upper:** Full grain leather
Heat resistant Kevlar stitching up to 425 degrees Celsius radiant
Heat 3 stainless steel buckles

**Lining:** Vamp lining and quarter padding engineered from a Kevlar
blend material and laminated to foil for heat reflection
Non-woven material in-sock laminated to Kevlar, to protect the
foot from heat transferance through the sole of the boot
Anti-bacterial Energiser woollen top sock with microbial
properties

**Midsole:** Shank reinforcement for additional arch support
Anti-penetration resistant midsole available - 42607 (6-8 weeks)

**Toe Cap:** Aluminum

**Sole:** Double Density PU/Rubber - outersole 8mm thick
(Heat-resistant up to 300°C)

---

**TEMP RANGE: METAGUARD**

**Upper:** Full grain leather. 5 pair eyelet lace up
Metatarsal cover engineered to protect the metatarsal bones
Padded collar and ½ padded bellows tongue for comfort

**Lining:** Needle-fibre vamp lining to provide excellent perspiration
absorbency. Non-woven material in-sock, laminated to Kevlar, to
protect the foot from heat transferance through the sole of the boot
Anti-bacterial Energiser woollen top sock with microbial
properties

**Midsole:** Shank reinforcement for additional arch support
Anti-penetration midsole available - 42605

**Toe Cap:** Steel

**Sole:** Double Density PU/Rubber - outersole 8mm thick
(Heat-resistant up to 300°C)

---

**TEMP RANGE: WELDERS**

**Upper:** Full grain leather upper. 4 pair eyelet lace up with hooks
Spat covering to protect from hot burns / exposure to sparks
Padded collar and ½ padded tongue for additional comfort and
support

**Lining:** Needle-fibre vamp lining to provide excellent perspiration
absorbency. Non-woven material in-sock laminated to Kevlar
to protect the foot from heat transferance through the sole of the boot.
Anti-bacterial Energiser EVA top sock for hygiene and comfort

**Midsole:** Shank reinforcement for additional arch support

**Toe Cap:** Steel

**Sole:** Double Density PU/Rubber Sole - outersole 8mm thick
(Heat-resistant up to 300°C)
**TEMP RANGE: FIREWALK**

**Upper:** Full grain leather, 4 pair eyelet lace-up with hooks
Paddded collar and ½ padded bellows tongue for comfort

**Lining:** Needle-fibred vamp lining for excellent perspiration absorbency. Non-woven material in-sock laminated to Kevlar to protect the foot from heat transferance, through the sole of the boot

**Midsole:** Shank reinforcement for additional arch support

**Toe Cap:** Steel

**Sole:** Double Density PU/Rubber Sole - outersole 8mm thick (Heat-resistant up to 300°C)

---

**CANVAS RANGE: RANGER**

**Upper:** Breathable Canvas. 10 pair eyelet lace-up

**Lining:** Needle-fibred vamp lining for excellent perspiration absorbency. Polyester and viscose top sock for additional comfort

**Midsole:** Shank reinforcement for additional arch support

**Toe Cap:** Not available

**Sole:** Single Density PU Sole (Heat resistant up to 95°C)

---

**CANVAS RANGE: GUARD**

**Upper:** Breathable Canvas. 10 pair eyelet lace-up

**Lining:** Needle-fibred vamp lining for excellent perspiration absorbency. Polyester and viscose top sock for additional comfort

**Toe Cap:** Not available

**Sole:** Single Density PU (Heat resistant up to 95°C)
CANVAS RANGE: DESERT
Upper: Breathable Canvas. 10 pair eyelet lace-up
Lining: Needle-fibred vamp lining for excellent perspiration absorbency. Polyester and viscose top sock for additional comfort
Toe Cap: Not available
Sole: Single Density PU Sole (Heat resistant up to 95°C)

CANVAS RANGE: COMBAT
Upper: Breathable Canvas Upper
10 pair eyelet lace up with double buckle overlay
Lining: Needle-fibred vamp lining for excellent perspiration absorbency. Polyester and viscose top sock for additional comfort
Sole: Single Density PU Sole (Heat resistant up to 95°C)

CANVAS RANGE: CAMO
Upper: Breathable Canvas. 10 pair eyelet lace-up
Lining: Needle-fibred vamp lining for excellent perspiration absorbency. Polyester and viscose top sock for additional comfort
Toe Cap: Not available
Sole: Single Density PU Sole (Heat resistant up to 95°C)

LEATHER RANGE: SWAT
Upper: Combination leather and fabric. 8 pair eyelet lace-up
Padded collar for comfort
Lining: Needle-fibred vamp lining for excellent perspiration absorbency. Anti-static, non-woven in-sock for exceptional flexibility, comfort and stability. Anti-bacterial
Toe Cap: Standard without toe cap. Available with steel toe cap 71461 / 90461 (PU/PU 6-8 weeks)
Sole: Single Density PU
Double Density PU/PU Sole (Heat-resistant up to 95°C)
**LEATHER RANGE: POLICE**

Upper: Full grain leather. 8 pair D-ring lace-up
Padded collar for comfort
Lining: Needle-fibred vamp lining for excellent perspiration absorbency. Anti-static, non-woven in-sock for exceptional flexibility comfort and stability. Anti-bacterial Energiser woollen top sock with anti-microbial properties and Poron insert at the heel for shock absorption
Midsole: Shank reinforcement for additional arch support
Steel - 90798 or Anti-penetration midsole - 90698 available
Toe Cap: Steel. Available without steel toe cap - 90598
Sole: Double Density PU/PU Sole (Heat-resistant up to 95°C)

**LEATHER RANGE: PATROL**

Upper: Full grain leather. 9 pair eyelet lace-up
Lining: Needle-fibred vamp lining for excellent perspiration absorbency. Anti-static, non-woven in-sock for exceptional flexibility, comfort and stability. Anti-bacterial Energiser woollen top sock with anti-microbial properties
Midsole: Shank reinforcement for additional arch support
Anti-penetration midsole available - 90643 / 42643
Toe Cap: Steel (6-8 weeks lead time). Available without toe cap 71543 / 90543 / 42543 (6-8 weeks lead time)
Sole: Single Density PU. Double Density PU/PU Sole (Heat-resistant to 95°C)

**BRONX FOOT PROTECTION**

**WORKER BOOT**

SIZE: 5 - 12
Superior full grain waxy pull-up leather wears to a vintage leather finish
Suede padded tongue with branded TPU insert
Soft Nappa leather padded collar lining
Genuine hand stitched vamp construction
Composite (200 joules) toe cap
**VOLCANO LOW**

**SIZE:** 3 – 13
Bronx engineering for fashionable men spending time on their feet. Maximum ankle support and comfort with easy grip tags for quick fitting.
Quality water repellent crazy horse leather.
Double density, polyurethane sole which is acid and oil resistant.
Antistatic for maximum protection.
Steel toe cap – 200 Joules assured.

**VOLCANO HIGH**

**SIZE:** 3 – 13
Bronx engineering for fashionable men spending time on their feet. Maximum ankle support and comfort with easy grip tags for quick fitting.
Quality water repellent crazy horse leather.
Double density, polyurethane sole which is acid and oil resistant.
Antistatic for maximum protection.
Steel toe cap – 200 Joules assured.

**STRIPED SNEAKER**

**SIZE:** 5 – 12
Grey Suede leather with stitch detailing
Extra tongue and quarter padding
Mesh inner lining
Bronx sidewinder
Composite (200 joules) toe cap

**PLAIN SNEAKER**

**SIZE:** 5 – 12
Full grain Nubuck bovine leather
Mesh lining
Metal eyelets
Anti-fray wax coated laces with branded lace tips
Composite (200 joules) toe caps
HALSTED

**Hiker**

**Size:** 3 - 13
Bronx engineering for fashionable men spending time on their feet. Maximum ankle support and comfort with easy grip tags for quick fitting.
Quality water repellent crazy horse leather.
Double density, polyurethane sole which is acid and oil resistant.
Antistatic for maximum protection.
Steel toe cap – 200 Joules assured.

**Formal Chukka**

**Size:** 5 - 12
Full grain polished black leather
Increased cone in bridge area for comfort
Full grain leather tongue with embossing
Printed mesh inner – lining
Thin anti-fray wax coated laces with branded lace tips
Steel (200 joules) toe cap

**Formal Chelsea**

**Size:** 5 - 12
Superior full grain polished leather
Printed mesh inner – lining
Elastic gusset for easy entry and additional comfort
Easy entry leather pull tab
Steel (200 joules) toe cap

**Chelsea**

**Size:** 3 - 13
Bronx engineering for fashionable men spending time on their feet. Maximum ankle support and comfort with easy grip tags for quick fitting.
Quality water repellent crazy horse leather.
Double density, polyurethane sole which is acid and oil resistant.
Antistatic for maximum protection.
Steel toe cap – 200 Joules assured.
CASUAL CHELSEA
SIZE: 5 – 12
Superior crazy horse leather that wears to a vintage leather finish
Printed mesh inner – lining
Elastic gusset for easy entry
Easy entry pull tab
Steel (200 joules) toe cap

ATHLETIC
SIZE: 5 – 12
Lightweight double layer sandwich orange mesh web design
Padded tongue with branded TPU insert
Black PU lining
Quarter and tongue lining in air-mesh fabric
Cleated outsole with lightweight sports design for traction and stability in various terrains
Steel (200 joules) toe cap

ACTIVE CASUAL
SIZE: 5 – 12
High-scuff genuine treated Nubuck leather
Increased all round flexibility for comfort and ergonomics
Mesh bellows tongue with branded TPU insert
Padded mesh collar
Composite (200 joules) toe cap
FRAMS FOOT PROTECTION

NDLOVU PUMBA 8401
Size Range: 3-13
Colour: Black
Sole: Generic PU Dual Density Sole
Heat Resistance: Up to 95° Celsius
Upper: Genuine Split Leather
Tongue: Full Bellow’s Tongue
Accreditation: EN 20345
Guarantee: 3 Months Fair Wear and Tear

NDLOVU ADDO 8402
Size Range: 3-13
Colour: Black
Sole: Generic PU Dual Density Sole
Heat Resistance: Up to 95° Celsius
Upper: Genuine Split Leather
Tongue: Full Bellow’s Tongue
Accreditation: EN 20345
Guarantee: 3 Months Fair Wear and Tear

GEO-EASE 2941
Size Range: 4 – 13
Colour: Black
Sole: Frans Level 1 PU Dual Density Sole
Heat Resistance: Up to 95° Celsius
Upper: Genuine Leather – Barton Print
Tongue: Full Bellow’s Tongue
Durability: Toe Bump for Enhanced Durability
Accreditation: EN 20345
Guarantee: 6 Months Fair Wear and Tear
GEO-STRIDE 4941

Size Range: 4 – 13
Colour: Black
Sole: Frans Level 1 PU Dual Density Sole
Heat Resistance: Up to 95°C Celsius
Upper: Genuine Leather – Barton Print
Tongue: Full Bellow’s Tongue
Durability: Toe Bump for Enhanced Durability
Accreditation: EN 20345
Guarantee: 6 Months Fair Wear and Tear

GEO-TREAD 2911

Size Range: 4 – 13
Colour: Black
Sole: Frans Level 2 PU Dual Density Sole for Improved Comfort
Heat Resistance: Up to 95°C Celsius
Upper: Genuine Leather – Barton Print
Tongue: Gibson Style
Accreditation: SANS/ISO 20345
Guarantee: 6 Months Fair Wear and Tear

GEO-MOVE 2701

Size Range: 4 – 13
Colour: Black
Sole: Frans Level 2 PU Dual Density Sole for Improved Comfort
Heat Resistance: Up to 95°C Celsius
Upper: Genuine Leather – Apollo Print
Tongue: Full Bellow’s Tongue
Accreditation: SANS/ISO 20345
Guarantee: 6 Months Fair Wear and Tear

GEO-TREK 4911

Size Range: 4 – 13
Colour: Black
Sole: PU Dual Density
Heat Resistance: Up to 95°C Celsius
Upper: Genuine Leather
Tongue: Full Bellow’s Tongue
Accreditation: SANS/ISO 20345
Guarantee: 6 Months Fair Wear and Tear
GEO-CLIMB 4912
Size Range: 4 – 13
Colour: Black
Sole: PU Dual Density
Heat Resistance: Up to 95°C Celsius
Upper: Genuine Leather
Tongue: Full Bellow’s Tongue
Accreditation: SANS/ISO 20345
Guarantee: 6 Months Fair Wear and Tear

EXCEL 9003
Size Range: 4 – 13
Colour: Black
Sole: TPU/PU Dual Density Sole for Improved Abrasion Resistance
Heat Resistance: Up to 95°C Celsius
Upper: Smooth Full Grain Leather
Tongue: Padded Gibson Style Leather Tongue
Accreditation: SANS 20345
Guarantee: 6 Months Fair Wear and Tear

IGNITE 9004
Size Range: 4 – 13
Colour: Black
Sole: TPU/PU Dual Density Sole for Improved Abrasion Resistance
Heat Resistance: Up to 95°C Celsius
Upper: Smooth Full Grain Leather
Tongue: Padded Bellow’s Tongue – Leather
Accreditation: SANS 20345
Guarantee: 6 Months Fair Wear and Tear

GEO-ROAM 4701
Size Range: 4 – 14
Colour: Black (4701) and Brown (4712)
Sole: Frans Level 2 PU Dual Density Sole for Improved Comfort
Heat Resistance: Up to 95°C Celsius
Upper: Genuine Leather – Apollo Print
Tongue: Padded Bellow’s Tongue
Accreditation: SANS/ISO 20345
Guarantee: 6 Months Fair Wear and Tear
GEO-STEP 4712

Size Range: 4 – 14
Colour: Black (4701) and Brown (4712)
Sole: Frans Level 2 PU Dual Density Sole for Improved Comfort
Heat Resistance: Up to 95° Celsius
Upper: Genuine Leather – Apollo Print
Tongue: Padded Bellow’s Tongue
Accreditation: SANS/ISO 20345
Guarantee: 6 Months Fair Wear and Tear

GEO-COUNTESS 3905

Size Range: 4 – 14
Colour: Black
Sole: Frans Level 2 PU Dual Density Sole for Improved Comfort
Heat Resistance: Up to 95° Celsius
Upper: Genuine Leather
Tongue: Padded Bellow’s Tongue
Accreditation: EN 20345
Guarantee: 6 Months Fair Wear and Tear

GEO-EMPRESS 3915

Size Range: 2 – 8
Colour: Black
Sole: Frans Level 2 PU Dual Density Sole for Improved Comfort
Heat Resistance: Up to 95° Celsius
Upper: Genuine Leather
Tongue: Padded Bellow’s Tongue
Accreditation: EN 20345
Guarantee: 6 Months Fair Wear and Tear

THERMO-GRIP 6151

Size Range: 5-13
Colour: Black
Sole: Vulcanised Rubber
Heat Resistance: Up to 300° Celsius
Upper: Genuine Leather – Split Military Print Leather
Accreditation: SANS/ISO 20345
Guarantee: 6 Months Fair Wear and Tea
**HALSTED**

**THERMO-FORCE 6612**

- **Size Range:** 5-13
- **Colour:** Black
- **Sole:** Vulcanised Rubber
- **Heat Resistance:** Up to 300° Celsius
- **Upper:** Genuine Leather – Split Military Print and Smooth Leather
- **Accreditation:** SANS/ISO 20345
- **Guarantee:** 6 Months Fair Wear and Tear

**CLOG**

The Clog has been designed to provide superior slip-resistance to those working in kitchens and hospitals. The elastic side gussets ensure easy entry and removal of the shoe, whilst the absence of Velcro straps and fasteners increase the shoe’s hygienic properties. Fitted with a padded collar for enhanced comfort, the Clog is available in an extended size curve and carries a SRC slip-resistance rating.

**EAGLE**

The partner boot to the Hawk shoe, the Eagle, with punch detail for enhanced breathability, is designed with the construction worker in mind. Fitted with an aggressive TPU grip in the arch area of the sole for optimum support on scaffolding and ladders the shoe further incorporates a padded collar and padded bellows tongue for enhanced comfort as well as an anti-toe and heel scuff for enhanced durability.

**LEMAITRE FOOT PROTECTION**
EROS

This slip-on-slip-off shoe has found popularity amongst those looking for a no-hassle safety shoe. The simple stylings and choice of colour, has made this shoe a favourite amongst management personnel allowing them to move seamlessly between the office and factory environments. Fitted on the lighter Gladius sole unit, the Eros provides increased slip-resistance and better stability.

EXPLORER

The Explorer safety shoe, with extra-wide fitting steel toe cap, is recommended for individuals who spend long hours on their feet. The shoe boasts a full-grain leather upper with padded collar and bellows tongue and features easy lacing D-rings for fast removal in an emergency. The parabolic concave curve of the sole cushions impact and adds ‘spring’ by absorbing the wearer’s mass.

FALCON

The Falcon shoe, with iconic red piping, boasts a padded collar and padded bellows tongue for increased comfort to the wearer. The aggressive grip design, by means of TPU inserts in the arch area of the sole, ensures that this is the perfect fit for those making regular use of ladders and scaffolding.

GALAXY

The Galaxy has become a favourite for those who require the protection of a boot and the slip-resistance of an SRC rated sole. The padding in the collar ensures added comfort and ankle support to the wearer, while the bellows tongue provides superior defense against unwanted debris entering the boot. The D-ring lace-up system ensures easy entry to the boot and swift removal when it matters most.
HAHWK

Designed with the construction worker in mind, the Hawk is fitted with an aggressive TPU grip in the arch area of the sole for optimum support on scaffolding and ladders. Incorporating a padded collar and padded bellows tongue for enhanced comfort as well as punch detail in the upper for improved breathability, the shoe also features an anti-toe and heel scuff for enhanced durability.

HERCULES

Revered as the go-to boot in the agricultural sector, the Hercules Chelsea has found fame amongst farmers in SA. The genuine leather upper ensures durability, whilst the Raptor sole unit provides the traction control needed in changing farming terrains. The unique, low cut of the collar and elastic side gussets, allow for easy foot entry and accommodates a higher bridge making this ideal for the wider South African foot.

HIKER

The Hiker earned its name and has maintained its reputation by allowing wearers to traverse varying and uneven terrain. By providing the ultimate in torsion control, the Hiker ensures the wearer remains surefooted with exceptional ankle support wherever they go. The full-grain leather upper adds durability to this boot, whilst the padded collar and bellows tongue provide the comfort that is needed.

HUNTER

The partner to the Explorer shoe, the Hunter boot is designed for comfort and recommended for those who spend extended hours on their feet. A durable full-grain leather upper is paired with a padded mesh collar to offer comfort and ankle support to the wearer. The padded bellows tongue ensures defense against debris entering the footwear and the D-ring lacing system allows fast removal of the boot when needed most.
KITE
The partner boot to the Owl shoe, the Kite brings style and sophistication to harsh terrains. With conservative eyelets, the Kite carries the weight of a durable safety boot offering maximum torsion control on uneven terrain.

LIMPOPO
Available in your colour of choice, the Limpopo merges style with functionality by providing superior grip with its SRC slip-resistance rated soles. Designed with a padded collar and bellows tongue for increased comfort the shoe boasts a full-grain leather upper with Nubuck overlay. The inclusion of a mesh fabric in the collar and tongue ensures enhanced breathability to the wearer.

MAXECO
The legendary Maxeco boot has made a name for itself in a number of sectors due to its ability to move seamlessly between varying terrains. The padded collar and padded bellows tongue provide comfort, while the extended size range enables procurement to easily cover the size curve of their workforce. Available with or without a steel toe cap, with the added choice of a steel midsole, the Maxeco boot has become the go-to boot of choice in the presence of general working hazards.

MAXIMUS
Designed to incorporate technological advancements in the all-round safety category, the latest addition to the Maxeco range brings the wearer more in all-round safety. It incorporates a lighter sole unit, and increased width in the sole enhances the slip-resistance of the boot providing better stability and reduced shock impact. The inclusion of a reflective insert at the rear of the boot ensures increased visibility in low light.
**METAGUARD**

Born from a need for an all-round safety, lace-up boot that provides enhanced protection to the metatarsal area, the Maxeco boot was updated to include a highly durable metaguard. The Metaguard safety boot provides an extended size curve making it easy for procurement departments to provide the same spec boot for their staff.

**NOMAD**

Born from a need for an all-round safety, lace-up boot that provides enhanced protection to the metatarsal area, the Maxeco boot was updated to include a highly durable metaguard. The Metaguard safety boot provides an extended size curve making it easy for procurement departments to provide the same spec boot for their staff.

**ODYSSEY**

The Odyssey safety boot is designed for maximum comfort to suit workers who spend long hours on their feet. The comfort provided by the padded collar and padded bellows tongue is complemented by the cushion impact provided by the parabolic curve in the sole. The reflective Ghillie lacing loops enhance the visibility for those working on roads and at night and the double stitching of the leather upper adds extra strength to enhance the durability of the boot.

**OUTENIQUA**

Stand for extended hours with the Outeniqua boot, offering extreme comfort and breathability. The strategically placed mesh fabric assists with ventilation and aids in keeping feet cool in warm environments. The reflective Ghillie loops enhance the visibility for those working on roads and at night and the parabolic concave curve in the sole cushions impact and adds ‘spring’ by absorbing the wearer’s mass.
**QUEST**

The Quest safety shoe offers superior comfort for wearers who spend long hours on their feet. The fashionable double stitched upper with metal rivets provides extra strength and durability, while the padded collar offers enhanced comfort and ankle support. The sole has the inclusion of a parabolic concave curve to cushion impact and add ‘spring’ by absorbing the wearer’s mass.

**ROBUST**

The Robust shoe has found popularity in the market due to its corporate inspired design paired with safety functionality. The padded collar ensures comfort and ankle support, while the metal rivet and cap enhances the durability and adds sophistication. Available in a choice of black or tan the shoe is available with or without a steel toe cap to suit the wearer’s requirements.

**SECURITY BOOT**

Feel protected in our Security Boot with SRC slip-resistance rating that allows the wearer to traverse surfaces in wet and slippery conditions. Manufactured with a full-grain leather upper, the padded collar and padded bellows tongue offer enhanced comfort to the wearer. This boot has found popularity amongst security guards in shopping centres due to the grip offered on slanted and tiled surfaces.

**OWL**

The Owl caters to the more discerning individual who requires a stylish leather look, with the benefits of a safety shoe. With conservative eyelets, the Owl allows a seamless transition from the office to the construction site.
The Sentinel caters to those who require both comfort and stability in a security boot. The sole offers maximum torsion control, ensuring that the wearer can negotiate an array of uneven terrain and obstacles. The genuine full-grain leather upper with padded collar provides comfort to the wearer, whilst the bellows tongue provides defense against debris entering the boot.

The partner shoe to the Maximus boot, Spartacus incorporates technological advancements in the all-round safety category to bring the wearer more in all-round safety. It incorporates a lighter sole unit, and increased width in the sole enhances the slip-resistance of the boot providing better stability and reduced shock impact. The inclusion of a reflective insert at the rear of the boot ensures increased visibility in low light.

The Sport shoe has become a household name at petrol filling stations throughout the country due to its SRC slip-resistance rated soles and anti-static properties. The discerning black design allows this shoe to fit seamlessly with uniform requirements and coupled with its extended size curve, the Sport has become a favourite in the industry.

The Striker shoe, with a SRC slip-resistance rating, gives piece of mind to those working in conditions where oils and spills are common. Comfort is provided by the padded collar and the padded bellows tongue protects the wearer from debris entering the boot. The classic black stylings allow this shoe to fit in with most outfits, making it a popular choice in an array of industries.
**TURTLE**

Born from a need for an all-round safety pull-on boot that provides enhanced protection to the metatarsal area, the Zeus boot was updated to include a metaguard. This technical work boot includes a permanently attached Polypropylene Metatarsal deflector to protect the Metatarsal bones of the foot from falling objects.

**ZEUS**

Proudly positioned as the country’s top selling Chelsea boot, the Zeus is now available on the lighter and wider Gladius sole unit. Fitted with elastic side gussets and pull-tabs to allow for easy entry and exit into the boot, the Zeus is available in a choice of black or brown and can be purchased with or without a steel toe cap.

**CORAL**

**Upper:** Full Grain Leather with either a black or pink suede overlay Padded collar for comfort, 4 Pair punch hole lace-up
**Lining & Socks:** Special needle-fibred vamp lining for excellent perspiration absorbency. Anti-static, non-woven in-sock for comfort and flexibility. Anti-bacterial energizer top sock with EVA inserts at the ball and heel for enhanced comfort and shock absorbency
**Midsole:** Shank reinforcement for arch support
**Sole:** Single PU/PU (Heat-resistant up to 95°C)
**Toe Cap:** Steel toe cap

**SiSi FOOT PROTECTION:**
**SINGLE DENSITY PU**
COURT

Upper: Full Grain Leather
Padded Collar for enhanced comfort, breathability and support
Lining & Socks: Special needle-fibred vamp lining for excellent perspiration absorbency. Anti-static, non-woven in-sock for comfort and flexibility. Anti-bacterial energiser top sock with EVA inserts at the ball and heel for enhanced comfort and shock absorbency.
Midsole: Shank reinforcement for arch support
Sole: Single Polyurethane (Heat-resistance up to 95°C)
Toe Cap: Steel toe cap/Available in non-steel toe cap

MADONNA

Upper: Full Grain Leather with synthetic underlay in the quarter area 4 Pair rust-resistant eyelet lace-up
Lining & Socks: Special needle-fibred vamp lining for excellent perspiration absorbency. Anti-static, non-woven in-sock for comfort and flexibility. Anti-bacterial energiser top sock with EVA inserts at the ball and heel for enhanced comfort and shock absorbency.
Midsole: Shank reinforcement for additional arch support
Sole: Single density Polyurethane (Heat-resistance up to 95°C)
Toe Cap: Steel toe cap/Available in non-steel toe cap

OPAL

Upper: Full Grain Leather. Padded tongue with half bellows for enhanced comfort. 7 Pair rust-resistant D-ring lace-up for quick removal of boot
Lining & Socks: Special needle-fibred vamp lining for excellent perspiration absorbency. Anti-static, non-woven in-sock for comfort and flexibility. Anti-bacterial energiser top sock with EVA inserts at the ball and heel for enhanced comfort and shock absorbency.
Midsole: Shank reinforcement for additional arch support
Sole: Single density Polyurethane (Heat-resistance up to 95°C)
Toe Cap: Steel toe cap/ Available in non-steel toe cap

PARIS

Upper: Full Grain Leather
Elastic side gussets for ease of entry and exit of the shoe. Padded collar for enhanced comfort and support
Lining & Socks: Special needle-fibred vamp lining for excellent perspiration absorbency. Anti-static, non-woven in-sock for comfort and flexibility. Anti-bacterial energiser top sock with EVA inserts at the ball and heel for enhanced comfort and shock absorbency.
Midsole: Shank reinforcement for additional arch support
Sole: Single density Polyurethane (Heat-resistance up to 95°C)
Toe Cap: Steel toe cap/ Available in non-steel toe cap
SYDNEY

**Upper:** Full Grain Leather
Elastic side gussets with pull straps for ease of entering and exiting the boot

**Lining & Socks:** Special needle-filred vamp lining for excellent perspiration absorbency. Anti-static, non-woven in-sock for comfort and flexibility. Anti-bacterial energiser top sock with EVA inserts at the ball and heel for enhanced comfort and shock absorbency

**Midsole:** Shank reinforcement for additional arch support

**Sole:** Single density Polyurethane (Heat-resistance up to 95°C)

**Toe Cap:** Steel toe cap/Available in non-steel toe cap

VENICE

**Upper:** Full Grain Leather. Padded collar for enhanced comfort and support. 4 Pair rust-resistant eyelet lace-up

**Lining & Socks:** Special needle-filred vamp lining for excellent perspiration absorbency. Anti-static, non-woven in-sock for comfort and flexibility. Anti-bacterial energiser top sock with EVA inserts at the ball and heel for enhanced comfort and shock absorbency

**Midsole:** Shank reinforcement for additional arch support

**Sole:** Single density Polyurethane (Heat-resistance up to 95°C)

**Toe Cap:** Steel toe cap/Available in non-steel toe cap

ANGELINA

**Upper:** Full Grain Leather with blue mesh inserts on the vamp, quarter, collar and tongue for enhanced breathability
Padded Collar and tongue from mesh fabric for enhanced comfort, support and breathability. 5 pair punch hole lace-up

**Lining & Socks:** Special needle-filred vamp lining for excellent perspiration absorbency. Anti-static, non-woven in-sock for comfort and flexibility. Anti-bacterial energizer top sock with EVA inserts at the ball and heel for enhanced comfort and shock absorbency

**Midsole:** Shank reinforcement for arch support
Available with an anti-penetration midsole

**Sole:** Dual Density PU/PU (Heat-resistant up to 95°C)

**Toe Cap:** Steel toe cap
CATE
Upper: Full Grain Leather
Padded Collar and tongue for enhanced comfort and support
3 pair rust-resistant D-ring lace-up with 1 pair hooks for quick removal of boot
Lining & Socks: Special needle-fibred vamp lining for excellent perspiration absorbency. Anti-static, non-woven in-sock for comfort and flexibility. Anti-bacterial energizer top sock with EVA inserts at the ball and heel for enhanced comfort and shock absorbency
Midsole: Shank reinforcement for arch support. Available with an anti-penetration midsole – 54602 (6-8 week lead time). Available with a Steel midsole – 54702 (6-8 week lead time)
Sole: Dual Density PU/PU (Heat-resistant up to 95°C)
Toe Cap: Steel toe cap/ Available in non-steel toe cap – 54502

JENNIFER
Upper: Full Grain Leather
Padded Collar and tongue from mesh fabric for enhanced comfort, breathability and support. 5 pair rust-resistant eyelet lace-up
Lining & Socks: Special needle-fibred vamp lining for excellent perspiration absorbency. Anti-static, non-woven in-sock for comfort and flexibility. Anti-bacterial energizer top sock with EVA inserts at the ball and heel for enhanced comfort and shock absorbency
Midsole: Shank reinforcement for arch support
Available with an anti-penetration midsole – 55605 (6-8 week lead time)
Sole: Dual Density PU/PU (Heat-resistant up to 95°C)
Toe Cap: Steel toe cap/ Available in non-steel toe cap – 55505

NICOLE
Upper: Full Grain Leather. Padded Collar from mesh fabric for enhanced comfort, breathability and support. 4 pair punch hole lace-up
Lining & Socks: Special needle-fibred vamp lining for excellent perspiration absorbency. Anti-static, non-woven in-sock for comfort and flexibility. Anti-bacterial energizer top sock with EVA inserts at the ball and heel for enhanced comfort and shock absorbency
Midsole: Shank reinforcement for arch support
Available with an anti-penetration midsole – 54601 (6-8 week lead time). Available with a Steel midsole – 54701 (6-8 week lead time)
Sole: Dual Density PU/PU (Heat-resistant up to 95°C)
Toe Cap: Steel toe cap/ Available in non-steel toe cap – 54501
REESE

Upper: Full Grain Leather
Padded Collar and tongue from mesh fabric for enhanced comfort, breathability and support. 7 pair rust-resistant eyelet lace-up

Lining & Socks: Special needle-fibred vamp lining for excellent perspiration absorbency. Anti-static, non-woven in-sock for comfort and flexibility. Anti-bacterial energizer top sock with EVA inserts at the ball and heel for enhanced comfort and shock absorbency

Midsole: Shank reinforcement for arch support
Available with an anti-penetration midsole – 55606 (6-8 week lead time)

Sole: Dual Density PU/PU (Heat-resistant up to 95°C)
Toe Cap: Steel toe cap/Available in non-steel toe cap

SELENA

Upper: Full Grain Leather
Padded Collar from mesh fabric for enhanced comfort, breathability and support 4 pair punch hole lace-up

Lining & Socks: Special needle-fibred vamp lining for excellent perspiration absorbency. Anti-static, non-woven in-sock for comfort and flexibility. Anti-bacterial energizer top sock with EVA inserts at the ball and heel for enhanced comfort and shock absorbency

Midsole: Shank reinforcement for arch support. Available with an anti-penetration midsole – 55611 (6-8 week lead time)

Sole: Dual Density PU/PU (Heat-resistant up to 95°C)
Toe Cap: Steel toe cap

TYRA

Upper: Full Grain Leather, Padded Collar enhanced comfort and support, Velcro strap for easy adjustment

Lining & Socks: Special needle-fibred vamp lining for excellent perspiration absorbency. Anti-static, non-woven in-sock for comfort and flexibility. Anti-bacterial energizer top sock with EVA inserts at the ball and heel for enhanced comfort and shock absorbency

Midsole: Shank reinforcement for arch support. Available with an anti-penetration midsole – 55612 (6-8 week lead time)

Sole: Dual Density PU/PU (Heat-resistant up to 95°C)
Toe Cap: Steel toe cap/ Available in non-steel toe cap
EGOLI F1273
PVC uppers for optimum flexibility and abrasion resistance
PVC / Nitrile sole for durability and protection against fats, oils and chemicals
The cleated sole design provides SRA level of slip resistance
Nylon liner allows for easy cleaning and quick drying, resulting in maximum hygiene
Optimal toe-spring for walking and kneeling

EGOLI F1281
PVC uppers for optimum flexibility and abrasion resistance
PVC / Nitrile sole for durability and protection against fats, oils and chemicals
The cleated sole design provides SRA level of slip resistance
Nylon liner allows for easy cleaning and quick drying, resulting in maximum hygiene
Optimal toe-spring for walking and kneeling

EGOLI F1283
PVC uppers for optimum flexibility and abrasion resistance
PVC / Nitrile sole for durability and protection against fats, oils and chemicals
The cleated sole design provides SRA level of slip resistance
Nylon liner allows for easy cleaning and quick drying, resulting in maximum hygiene
Optimal toe-spring for walking and kneeling
**EGOLI F1284**

PVC uppers for optimum flexibility and abrasion resistance.

PVC/Nitrile sole for durability and protection against fats, oils and chemicals. Available with and without a steel midsole.

The cleated sole design provides maximum SRA level of slip resistance. Nylon liner allows for easy cleaning and quick drying resulting in maximum hygiene. Optimal toe-spring for walking and kneeling.

**EGOLI F1285**

PVC/Nitrile uppers for optimum flexibility and abrasion resistance.

PVC/Nitrile sole for durability and protection against fats, oils and chemicals. The cleated sole design provides SRA level of slip resistance. Nylon liner allows for easy cleaning and quick drying resulting in maximum hygiene. Optimal toe-spring for walking and kneeling.

**EGOLI KNEE LENGTH F1260**

PVC uppers for optimum flexibility and abrasion resistance.

Available with or without a steel toe cap. PVC/Nitrile sole for durability and protection against fats, oils and chemicals. The cleated sole design provides SRA level slip resistance and maximum soil release. Available with and without a steel midsole. Nylon liner allows for easy cleaning and quick drying for maximum hygiene. Optimal toe-spring for walking and kneeling.

**EGOLI KNEE LENGTH F1270**

PVC uppers for optimum flexibility and abrasion resistance.

Available with or without a steel toe cap. PVC/Nitrile sole for durability and protection against fats, oils and chemicals. The cleated sole design provides SRA level slip resistance and maximum soil release. Available with and without a steel midsole. Nylon liner allows for easy cleaning and quick drying for maximum hygiene. Optimal toe-spring for walking and kneeling.
EGOLI KNEE LENGTH F1271

PVC / Nitrile uppers for optimum flexibility and abrasion resistance. PVC / Nitrile sole for durability and protection against fats, oils and chemicals. The cleated sole design provides SRA level of slip resistance. Nylon liner allows for easy cleaning and quick drying, resulting in maximum hygiene. Optimal toe-spring for walking and kneeling.

EGOLI KNEE LENGTH F1280

PVC uppers for optimum flexibility and abrasion resistance. Available with or without a steel toe cap. PVC / Nitrile sole for durability and protection against fats, oils and chemicals. The cleated sole design provides SRA level slip resistance and maximum soil release. Available with and without a steel midsole. Nylon liner allows for easy cleaning and quick drying for maximum hygiene. Optimal toe-spring for walking and kneeling.

EGOLI KNEE LENGTH F1310

PVC uppers for optimum flexibility and abrasion resistance. Available with or without a steel toe cap. PVC / Nitrile sole for durability and protection against fats, oils and chemicals. The cleated sole design provides SRA level of slip resistance. Available with and without a steel midsole. Nylon liner allows for easy cleaning and quick drying, resulting in maximum hygiene. Optimal toe-spring for walking and kneeling.

EGOLI KNEE LENGTH F1360

PVC uppers for optimum flexibility and abrasion resistance. PVC / Nitrile sole for durability and protection against fats, oils and chemicals. The cleated sole design provides SRA level of slip resistance. Nylon liner allows for easy cleaning and quick drying resulting in maximum hygiene. Optimal toe-spring for walking and kneeling.
**EGOLI KNEE LENGTH F1370**

PVC uppers for optimum flexibility and abrasion resistance. PVC / Nitrile sole for durability and protection against fats, oils and chemicals. The cleated sole design provides SRA level of slip resistance and maximum soil release. Nylon liner allows for easy cleaning and quick drying resulting in maximum hygiene. Optimal toe-spring for walking and kneeling.

**EGOLI KNEE LENGTH F1380**

PVC uppers for optimum flexibility and abrasion resistance. PVC / Nitrile sole for durability and protection against fats, oils and chemicals. The cleated sole design provides SRA level of slip resistance and maximum soil release. Nylon liner allows for easy cleaning and quick drying resulting in maximum hygiene. Optimal toe-spring for walking and kneeling.

**EGOLI ANKLE LACE UP F1850**

PVC uppers and waterproof gusset for optimum abrasion resistance. Waterproof gusset preventing water penetration. Available with and without a steel toe cap. PVC / Nitrile sole for durability and protection against fats, oils and chemicals. The cleated sole design provides slip resistance and maximum soil release. Nylon liner allows for easy cleaning and quick drying resulting in maximum hygiene. Optimal toe-spring for walking and kneeling.

**EGOLI ANKLE LACE UP F1860**

PVC uppers and waterproof gusset for optimum abrasion resistance. Waterproof gusset preventing water penetration. Available with and without a steel toe cap. PVC / Nitrile sole for durability and protection against fats, oils and chemicals. The cleated sole design provides slip resistance and maximum soil release. Nylon liner allows for easy cleaning and quick drying resulting in maximum hygiene. Optimal toe-spring for walking and kneeling.
**EGOLI KNEE LENGTH F1287**

PVC uppers for optimum flexibility and abrasion resistance
Available with or without a steel toe cap
PVC / Nitrile sole for durability and protection against fats, oils and chemicals. The cleated sole design provides maximum SRA level slip resistance and maximum soil release. Available with and without a steel midsole. Fine knit Nylon liner allows for easy cleaning and quick drying for maximum hygiene. Optimal toe-spring for walking and kneeling.

**EGOLI KNEE LENGTH F1314**

PVC uppers for optimum flexibility and abrasion resistance
Available with or without a steel toe cap
PVC / Nitrile sole for durability and protection against fats, oils and chemicals. The cleated sole design provides maximum SRA level slip resistance and maximum soil release. Available with and without a steel midsole. Fine knit Nylon liner allows for easy cleaning and quick drying for maximum hygiene. Optimal toe-spring for walking and kneeling.

**EGOLI METAGUARD F1392**

PVC uppers for optimum flexibility and abrasion resistance
PVC / Nitrile sole for durability and protection against fats, oils and chemicals. Integrated metatarsal compliant to ISO 20345: 2011
The cleated sole design provides SRA level slip resistance and maximum soil release. Available with and without a steel midsole
Nylon liner allows for easy cleaning and quick drying for maximum hygiene. Optimal toe-spring for walking and kneeling.

**EGOLI METAGUARD F1393**

PVC uppers for optimum flexibility and abrasion resistance
PVC / Nitrile sole for durability and protection against fats, oils and chemicals. Integrated metatarsal compliant to ISO 20345: 2011
The cleated sole design provides SRA level slip resistance and maximum soil release. Available with and without a steel midsole
Nylon liner allows for easy cleaning and quick drying for maximum hygiene. Optimal toe-spring for walking and kneeling.
GRIPPER F1200
PVC uppers for optimum flexibility and abrasion resistance
Available with or without steel toe cap
PVC sole for durability
The cleated sole design provides maximum slip resistance
Nylon liner allows for easy cleaning and quick drying resulting in maximum hygiene
Optimal toe-spring for walking and kneeling

GRIPPER F1210
PVC uppers for optimum flexibility and abrasion resistance
Available with or without steel toe cap
PVC sole for durability
The cleated sole design provides maximum slip resistance
Nylon liner allows for easy cleaning and quick drying resulting in maximum hygiene
Optimal toe-spring for walking and kneeling

WAYNE FOOT PROTECTION: FOOD PROCESSING & HYGIENE GUMBOOTS

DURALIGHT LADIES F1689
PVC uppers for optimum flexibility and abrasion resistance
Durable PVC sole
Light in weight for enhanced comfort and reduced fatigue
Nylon liner allows for easy cleaning and quick drying, resulting in maximum hygiene
**DURALIGHT LADIES CHELSEA F1510**

PVC / Nitrile uppers for optimum flexibility and abrasion resistance. PVC / Nitrile sole for durability and protection against blood, fats, oils and chemicals.

The cleated sole design provides slip resistance and maximum soil release. Elastic gusset. Light in weight for enhanced comfort and reduced fatigue. Nylon liner allows for easy cleaning and quick drying, resulting in maximum hygiene.

**DURALIGHT MEN’S 2 F1020**

PVC / Nitrile uppers for optimum flexibility and abrasion resistance. PVC / Nitrile sole for durability and protection against blood, fats, oils and chemicals.

Light in weight for enhanced comfort and reduced fatigue. Nylon liner allows for easy cleaning and quick drying, resulting in maximum hygiene.

**DURALIGHT MEN’S 2 F1030**

PVC / Nitrile uppers for optimum flexibility and abrasion resistance. PVC / Nitrile sole for durability and protection against blood, fats, oils and chemicals.

Light in weight for enhanced comfort and reduced fatigue. Nylon liner allows for easy cleaning and quick drying, resulting in maximum hygiene.

**DURALIGHT MEN’S CHELSEA F1504**

PVC uppers for optimum flexibility and abrasion resistance. PVC sole for durability and protection against fats, oils and chemicals. The cleated sole design provides maximum slip resistance. Elastic gusset.

Light in weight for enhanced comfort and reduced fatigue. Nylon liner allows for easy cleaning and quick drying for maximum hygiene.
EGOLI 1 KNEE LENGTH F1271
PVC / Nitrile uppers for optimum flexibility and abrasion resistance
PVC / Nitrile sole for durability and protection against fats, oils and chemicals
The cleated sole design provides SRA level of slip resistance
Nylon liner allows for easy cleaning and quick drying, resulting in maximum hygiene
Optimal toe-spring for walking and kneeling

EGOLI 1 KNEE LENGTH F1302
PVC / Nitrile uppers for optimum flexibility and abrasion resistance
PVC / Nitrile sole for durability and protection against fats, oils and chemicals
The cleated sole design provides SRA level of slip resistance
Nylon liner allows for easy cleaning and quick drying, resulting in maximum hygiene
Optimal toe-spring for walking and kneeling

EGOLI 1 KNEE LENGTH F1303
PVC / Nitrile uppers for optimum flexibility and abrasion resistance
PVC / Nitrile sole for durability and protection against fats, oils and chemicals
The cleated sole design provides SRA level of slip resistance
Nylon liner allows for easy cleaning and quick drying, resulting in maximum hygiene
Optimal toe-spring for walking and kneeling

POLYURETHANE BOOT P2000
Significantly lighter in weight to enable enhanced comfort and reduce fatigue in order to increase productivity and safety
Directly enhanced thermal properties provide good insulation against heat and cold. Durability is expected to be 2 to 3 times longer than PVC as the material has excellent flex, cut and abrasion resistant qualities. The sole design ensures the highest possible SRC slip resistance rating. Boots are fitted with a Polyurethane footbed insole for enhanced comfort
POLYURETHANE BOOT P2001
Significantly lighter in weight to enable enhanced comfort and reduce fatigue in order to increase productivity and safety. Directly enhanced thermal properties provide good insulation against heat and cold. Durability is expected to be 2 to 3 times longer than PVC as the material has excellent flex, cut and abrasion resistant qualities. The sole design ensures the highest possible SRC slip resistance rating. Boots are fitted with a Polyurethane footbed insole for enhanced comfort.

POLYURETHANE BOOT P2002
Significantly lighter in weight to enable enhanced comfort and reduce fatigue in order to increase productivity and safety. Directly enhanced thermal properties provide good insulation against heat and cold. Durability is expected to be 2 to 3 times longer than PVC as the material has excellent flex, cut and abrasion resistant qualities. The sole design ensures the highest possible SRC slip resistance rating. Boots are fitted with a Polyurethane footbed insole for enhanced comfort.

POLYURETHANE BOOT P2010
Significantly lighter in weight to enable enhanced comfort and reduce fatigue in order to increase productivity and safety. Directly enhanced thermal properties provide good insulation against heat and cold. Durability is expected to be 2 to 3 times longer than PVC as the material has excellent flex, cut and abrasion resistant qualities. The sole design ensures the highest possible SRC slip resistance rating. Boots are fitted with a Polyurethane footbed insole for enhanced comfort.

POLYURETHANE BOOT P2011
Significantly lighter in weight to enable enhanced comfort and reduce fatigue in order to increase productivity and safety. Directly enhanced thermal properties provide good insulation against heat and cold. Durability is expected to be 2 to 3 times longer than PVC as the material has excellent flex, cut and abrasion resistant qualities. The sole design ensures the highest possible SRC slip resistance rating. Boots are fitted with a Polyurethane footbed insole for enhanced comfort.
Polyurethane Boot P2012

Significantly lighter in weight to enable enhanced comfort and reduce fatigue in order to increase productivity and safety. Directly enhanced thermal properties provide good insulation against heat and cold. Durability is expected to be 2 to 3 times longer than PVC as the material has excellent flex, cut and abrasion resistant qualities. The sole design ensures the highest possible SRC slip resistance rating. Boots are fitted with a Polyurethane footbed insole for enhanced comfort.

Wayne Foot Protection: Agricultural & Forestry Gumboots

Duralight Ladies 1 F1611

PVC uppers for optimum flexibility and abrasion resistance
Durable PVC sole
Light in weight for enhanced comfort and reduced fatigue
Nylon liner allows for easy cleaning and quick drying, resulting in maximum hygiene

Colours: Black, Blue, White & Green

Duralight Mens F1040

PPVC uppers for optimum flexibility and abrasion resistance
Durable PVC sole
Light in weight for enhanced comfort and reduced fatigue
Nylon liner allows for easy cleaning and quick drying, resulting in maximum hygiene
Optional Extras: Contour moulded cushion insole to enhance comfort and reduce fatigue
Fur liner for warmth and comfort in cold environments

Colours: Black White & Green
DURALIGHT MENS 2 F1030

PVC / Nitrile uppers for optimum flexibility and abrasion resistance. PVC / Nitrile sole for durability and protection against blood, fats, oils and chemicals
Light in weight for enhanced comfort and reduced fatigue
Nylon liner allows for easy cleaning and quick drying, resulting in maximum hygiene
Optional Extras: Contour moulded cushion insole to enhance comfort and reduce fatigue
Fur liner for warmth and comfort in cold environments

EGOLI KNEE LENGTH F1260

PVC uppers for optimum flexibility and abrasion resistance
Available with or without a steel toe cap. PVC / Nitrile sole for durability and protection against fats, oils and chemicals
The cleated sole design provides SRA level slip resistance and maximum soil release. Available with and without a steel midsole
Nylon liner allows for easy cleaning and quick drying for maximum hygiene. Optimal toe-spring for walking and kneeling

EGOLI KNEE LENGTH F1270

PVC uppers for optimum flexibility and abrasion resistance
Available with or without a steel toe cap. PVC / Nitrile sole for durability and protection against fats, oils and chemicals. The cleated sole design provides maximum SRA level slip resistance and maximum soil release. Available with and without a steel midsole. Fine knit Nylon liner allows for easy cleaning and quick drying for maximum hygiene.
Optimal toe-spring for walking and kneeling

EGOLI KNEE LENGTH F1287

PVC uppers for optimum flexibility and abrasion resistance
Available with or without a steel toe cap
PVC / Nitrile sole for durability and protection against fats, oils and chemicals. The cleated sole design provides maximum SRA level slip resistance and maximum soil release. Available with and without a steel midsole. Fine knit Nylon liner allows for easy cleaning and quick drying for maximum hygiene.
Optimal toe-spring for walking and kneeling
EGOLI KNEE LENGTH F1314

PVC uppers for optimum flexibility and abrasion resistance
Available with or without a steel toe cap
PVC / Nitrile sole for durability and protection against fats, oils and chemicals. The cleated sole design provides maximum SRA level slip resistance and maximum soil release. Available with and without a steel midsole. Fine knit Nylon liner allows for easy cleaning and quick drying for maximum hygiene. Optimal toe-spring for walking and kneeling.

GRIPPER F1200

PVC uppers for optimum flexibility and abrasion resistance
Available with or without steel toe cap
PVC sole for durability
The cleated sole design provides maximum slip resistance
Nylon liner allows for easy cleaning and quick drying resulting in maximum hygiene
Optimal toe-spring for walking and kneeling.

GRIPPER F1210

PVC uppers for optimum flexibility and abrasion resistance
Available with or without steel toe cap
PVC sole for durability
The cleated sole design provides maximum slip resistance
Nylon liner allows for easy cleaning and quick drying resulting in maximum hygiene
Optimal toe-spring for walking and kneeling.
NEPTUNE FOOT PROTECTION: PU BOOTS

STRIDENT
A metal free, lightweight industrial safety shoe, designed with a water resistant, breathable upper and dual density PU direct injected sole. It offers full safety protection to the toe and midsole and has an average weight of 1.25 kg. It is hard wearing, has excellent grip and is slip resistant.

**Colour:** Black / Orange, Black / Black, Camo
Available in custom colours with minimum quantities, please enquire.

**Size:** UK 4 – 13

STRIDENT CAMO COMBAT
A metal free, lightweight industrial safety hunting boot, designed with a water resistant, breathable upper and dual density PU direct injected sole. It offers full safety protection to the toe, optional midsole and has an average weight of 1.25 kg. It is hard wearing, has excellent grip and is slip resistant.

**Colour:** Camo

**Size:** UK 4-13

SAFELIGHT INDUSTRIAL SHOE
A lightweight leather industrial safety shoe, designed with a leather upper and a dual density polyurethane sole. Offering full safety protection to the toe. This boot is hard wearing, has excellent grip and slip resistance.

**Colour:** Black
NEPTUNE FOOT PROTECTION: RUBBER BOOTS

DUX RUBBER GUMBOOT

An agricultural general purpose unisex rubber gumboot with a nylon zip. It has an average weight of 2 kg. This boot has excellent grip and comfort and offers a hard wearing sole.

**Colour:** Green / Black

**Size:** UK 5 – 10.5

NEPTUNE FOOT PROTECTION: PVC BOOTS

SHOSHOLOA ZWG25SPM

A heavy duty knee-length PVC mining gumboot with Safety Toe + Steel Midsole + Metatarsal Protection protection. With an average weight of 2.4kg, they are hard wearing and have excellent grip and sole support.

**Colour:** Black / Grey, White / Grey

Available in custom colours with minimum quantities, please enquire.

**Size:** UK 3 – 14

SHOSHOLOA ZWG25SP

A heavy duty knee-length PVC mining gumboot with Safety Toe + Steel Midsole protection. With an average weight of 2.4kg, they are hard wearing and have excellent grip and sole support.

**Colour:** Black / Grey, White / Grey

Available in custom colours with minimum quantities, please enquire.

**Size:** UK 3 – 14

SHOSHOLOA ZWG25SSM

A heavy duty knee-length PVC mining gumboot with Safety Toe + Metatarsal Protection protection. With an average weight of 2.4kg, they are hard wearing and have excellent grip and sole support.

**Colour:** Black / Grey, White / Grey

**Size:** UK 3 – 14
SHOSHOLOZA ZWG25S
A heavy duty knee-length PVC mining gumboot with safety toe protection. With an average weight of 2.4kg, they are hard wearing and have excellent grip and sole support.
Colour: Black / Grey, White / Grey
Size: UK 3 – 14

SHOSHOLOZA ZBG25SPM
A heavy duty knee-length PVC mining gumboot with Safety Toe + Steel Midsole + Metatarsal protection. With an average weight of 2.4kg, they are hard wearing and have excellent grip and sole support.
Colour: Black / Grey, White / Grey
Available in custom colours with minimum quantities.
Size: UK 3 – 14

SHOSHOLOZA ZBG25SP
A heavy duty knee-length PVC mining gumboot with Safety Toe + Steel Midsole protection. With an average weight of 2.4kg, they are hard wearing and have excellent grip and sole support.
Colour: Black / Grey, White / Grey
Available in custom colours with minimum quantities.
Size: UK 3 – 14

SHOSHOLOZA ZBG25SM
A heavy duty knee-length PVC mining gumboot with Safety Toe + Steel Midsole + Metatarsal Protection protection. With an average weight of 2.4kg, they are hard wearing and have excellent grip and sole support.
Colour: Black / Grey, White / Grey
Size: UK 3 – 14

SHOSHOLOZA ZBG25S
A heavy duty knee-length PVC mining gumboot with safety toe protection. With an average weight of 2.4kg, they are hard wearing and have excellent grip and sole support.
Colour: Black / Grey, White / Grey
Size: UK 3 – 14
SHOSHOLOZA ZBBSR
A heavy duty knee-length PVC mining gumboot with safety toe protection. With an average weight of 2.4kg, they are hard wearing and have excellent grip and sole support.
**Colour:** Black / Grey, White / Grey
**Size:** UK 3 – 14

STIMELA XP XBG25SM
A full metal free, heavy duty, knee length PVC mining gumboot with safety toe protection. Offering an anti-penetration textile midsole and a fully integrated metatarsal protector, this 2.35kg boot (average weight) is hard wearing and has excellent grip and sole support. Also available without the Textile Mid Sole.
**Colour:** Black / Grey, White / Grey
**Size:** UK 4 – 13

STIMELA XP XWG25SM
A full metal free, heavy duty, knee length PVC mining gumboot with safety toe protection. Offering an anti-penetration textile midsole and a fully integrated metatarsal protector, this 2.35kg boot (average weight) is hard wearing and has excellent grip and sole support. Also available without the Textile Mid Sole.
**Colour:** Black / Grey, White / Grey
**Size:** UK 4 – 13

STIMELA XP XWG25SPM
A full metal free, heavy duty, knee length PVC mining gumboot with safety toe protection. Offering an anti-penetration textile midsole and a fully integrated metatarsal protector, this 2.35kg boot (average weight) is hard wearing and has excellent grip and sole support. Also available without the Textile Mid Sole.
**Colour:** Black / Grey, White / Grey
**Size:** UK 4 – 13

STIMELA XP XBG25SPM
A full metal free, heavy duty, knee length PVC mining gumboot with safety toe protection. Offering an anti-penetration textile midsole and a fully integrated metatarsal protector, this 2.35kg boot (average weight) is hard wearing and has excellent grip and sole support. Also available without the Textile Mid Sole.
**Colour:** Black / Grey, White / Grey
**Size:** UK 4 – 13
**STIMELA**

A heavy duty knee-length PVC mining gumboot with safety toe protection. With an average weight of 2.4kg, they are hard wearing and have excellent grip and sole support.

**Colour:** Black / Grey, Green / Black, White / Grey

**Size:** UK 3 – 14

---

**SHOVA**

A heavy duty knee-length PVC mining gumboot with safety toe protection. With an average weight of 2.4kg, they are hard wearing and have excellent grip and sole support.

**Colour:** Black / Grey, Green / Black, White / Grey

**Size:** UK 3 – 14

---

**SHOVA VWGAB**

A unisex knee length anti-bacterial PVC gumboot made for general purpose use in agricultural and food processing industries. Blood and fat resistant as well as anti-bacterial properties.

**Colour:** White / Grey

Available in custom colours with minimum quantities.

**Size:** UK 4 – 13

---

**SHOVA CLOG VBBGCPCLG**

A unisex, general purpose PVC clog for use in the agricultural and food processing industries. With an average weight of 1.5kg, they are hard wearing and have excellent grip and sole support.

**Colour:** Black, White / Grey

**Size:** UK 4 – 12

---

**SHOVA CHELSEA BOOT VGBGP**

A unisex, general purpose PVC chelsea ankle boot for use in the agricultural and food processing industries. With an average weight of 1.5kg, they are hard wearing and have excellent grip and sole support.

**Colour:** Black, Green / Black
SHOVA CLOG VWG25CLG
A unisex, general purpose PVC clog for use in the agricultural and food processing industries. With an average weight of 1.5kg, they are hard wearing and have excellent grip and sole support.
Colour: Black, White / Grey
Size: UK 4 – 12

SHOVA CLOG VWG25SHD
A unisex, general purpose PVC shoe for use in the agricultural and food processing industries. With an average weight of 1.5kg, they are hard wearing and have excellent grip and sole support.
Colour: Black, White / Grey
Size: UK 4 – 12

SHOVA FISHING BOOT VBIGPF
A unisex, general purpose PVC fishing boot for use in the agricultural and food processing industries. With an average weight of 1.5kg, they are hard wearing and have excellent grip and sole support.
Colour: Black, Black / Ivory

SHOVA PVC GUMBOOT VGBGP
A unisex, general purpose, knee length PVC gumboot for use in the agricultural and food processing industries. With an average weight of 2kg, they are hard wearing and have excellent grip and sole support.
Colour: Black, Green / Black, White / Grey
Size: UK 4 – 12

MARINA SHOE MBBGPSHO
A ladies general purpose PVC shoe gumboot, used in the agricultural and food processing industries. With an average weight of 1kg, they are hard wearing and have excellent grip and sole support.
Colour: Black / Black, White / Grey Available in custom colours with minimum quantities, please enquire.
Size: UK 3 – 9
**MARINA CLOG MBBGPCLG**

A ladies general purpose PVC clog gumboot, used in the agricultural and food processing industries. With an average weight of 1kg, they are hard wearing and have excellent grip and sole support.

**Colour:** Black, White / Grey

Available in custom colours with minimum quantities, please enquire.

**Size:** UK 3 – 9

---

**MARINA PVC GUMBOOT MGGGP**

A ladies general purpose, calf-length PVC gumboot used in the agricultural and food processing industries. With an average weight of 1.4kg, they are hard wearing and have excellent grip and sole support.

**Colour:** Black / Black, Green / Black, Pink / Purple, White / Grey

Available in custom colours with minimum quantities.

**Size:** UK 3 – 9

---

**CLIPPER GUMBOOT CCAGP**

A children’s calf-length PVC gumboot for general purpose use. With an average weight of 650g, they are hard wearing and have excellent grip and sole support.

**Colour:** Black / Black, Blue / Yellow, Camo, Green / Lime, Green, Lime / Turquoise, Pink / Purple, Red / Yellow, Turquoise / Lime

**Size:** Infant: UK 5 – 13 / Youth: UK 1 – 3

---

**RAPTOR**

Genuine leather upper
Steel toe cap – 200 Joules
Steel midsole to prevent sharp item penetration
Shock absorbent dual density Polyurethane sole unit
Oil resistant outsole
Anti slip outsole
Padded collar for comfort
Reflective strip for visibility
RAPTOR EX
- Genuine leather upper
- Steel toe cap – 200 Joules
- Steel midsole to prevent sharp item penetration
- Shock absorbent dual density Polyurethane sole unit
- Oil resistant outsole
- Anti slip outsole
- Padded collar for comfort
- Reflective strip for visibility

CONDOR
- Genuine leather upper
- Steel toe cap – 200 Joules
- Steel midsole to prevent sharp item penetration
- Shock absorbent dual density Polyurethane sole unit
- Anti slip outsole
- Padded bellows tongue for comfort and protection against sparks and shavings.

CHELSEA
- Smooth Buffalo Leather upper
- Steel toe cap – 200 Joules
- Steel midsole to prevent sharp item penetration
- Shock absorbent dual density Polyurethane sole unit
- Easy Pull on with elastic gussets
- Light weight

CHELSEA CHOC
- Smooth Buffalo Leather upper
- Steel toe cap – 200 Joules
- Steel midsole to prevent sharp item penetration
- Shock absorbent dual density Polyurethane sole unit
- Easy Pull on with elastic gussets
- Light weight
JACKAL
Exceptional Value
Genuine buffalo leather upper
Steel toe cap – 200 Joules
Shock absorbent dual density Polyurethane sole unit
Anti slip outsole
Padded collar for comfort

JACKAL LO
Exceptional Value
Genuine buffalo leather upper
Steel toe cap – 200 Joules
Shock absorbent dual density Polyurethane sole unit
Anti slip outsole
Padded collar for comfort

FALCON
Smooth leather upper
Steel toe cap – 200 Joules
Shock absorbent dual density Polyurethane sole unit
Oil resistant outsole
Anti slip outsole
Light weight

DUTY
Genuine Leather upper
Injection moulded Polyurethane sole unit
Light weight
REACTION
Leather upper
Steel toe cap – 200 Joules
Steel midsole to prevent sharp item penetration
Shock absorbent dual density Polyurethane sole unit
Padded collar for comfort
Easy lacing system
Light weight
Breathable mesh on upper

KRONOS
Full Grain leather upper
Steel toe cap – 200 Joules
Shock absorbent dual density Polyurethane sole unit
Padded collar for comfort
Light weight

CELESTE
Genuine Buffalo Leather upper
Steel toe cap – 200 Joules
Shock absorbent dual density Polyurethane sole unit
Oil resistant outsole
Anti slip outsole
Anti static
Padded collar for comfort
NAUTICA FOOT PROTECTION

NAUTICA CHELSEA BOOT
Crazy Horse Leather Slip on Boot
Sole: Double Density
Toecap: Steel
Upper: Full Grain Leather
Insole: Premoulded
Size Range: 3-12
Certificates: Manufactured to SABS/EN ISO 20345:2011 standard

NAUTIC AIRPRO
High performance Athleisure Safety Sport Shoe Designed Suitable for Both Work and Everyday Wear
Sole: Rubber & Eva
Toecap: Composite 200j
Upper: Black Mesh & Toe Protector
Insole: Black Non-Woven Insole
Size Range: 3-12
Certificates: Manufactured to SABS/EN ISO 20345:2011 standard

NAUTIC GEAR
Athletic Sport Styled Safety Shoe
Sole: Rubber & Eva
Toecap: Composite 200j
Upper: Black Mesh & Toe Protector
Insole: Black Non-Woven Insole
Size Range: 3-12
Certificates: Manufactured to SABS/EN ISO 20345:2011 standard
REBEL FOOT PROTECTION

DYNAPRO SAFETY SHOE
- Colour: Dark Grey
- Size: 4 - 13
- Classification: S1 (Impact 200 joules, anti-static, energy absorption of seat region, anti-static properties)
- SRA (tested for slip resistance in environments of ceramic surfaces with soapy solution)
- Construction: Cemented
- SABS approved and mark bearing

KONTRAKTA BOOT (Black)
- Colour: Black
- Size: 3 - 14
- Classification: SB (Energy absorption of seat region, resistance to fuel & oil)
- SRC - (tested for slip resistance in environments of ceramic surfaces with soapy solution)
- Construction: Injection moulded
- SABS approved and mark bearing

KONTRAKTA SHOE (Black)
- Colour: Black
- Size: 3 - 13
- Classification: SB (Energy absorption of seat region, resistance to fuel & oil)
- SRC - (tested for slip resistance in environments of ceramic surfaces with soapy solution)
- Construction: Injection moulded
- SABS approved and mark bearing
**PATROL (Black)**

Combat gear workboots. Our Patrol is a high quality, close quarter combat boot designed for security applications. Fully lined inner with padded collar for added comfort.

- Heavy duty canvas upper.
- Dual density PU sole for added comfort and durability.
- Polyurethane toe bumper.
- Taibrelle moisture wicking lining.
- Bellows tongue

**BLACK HAWK S3**

Combat gear workboots. Our Black Hawk S3 is ISO 20345 and SABS approved. It is a high quality, close quarter combat boot designed for security applications.

- Steel toe cap.
- Anti-penetration steel midsole.
- Water resistant upper construction.
- Side YKK zip and laces for secure and speedy fixing and/or removal.
- Dual density PU sole for added comfort and durability.
- Taibrelle moisture wicking lining.
- Rust proof brass D-rings

**EXPEDITION HI (BLACK/BROWN)**

Adventure wear workboots designed to go anywhere. Our Adventure wear range offers you high performance outdoor styling.

- Nubuck leather upper.
- Rubber toe-bumper for added scuff protection.
- EVA/Rubber outsole for high durability and comfort.
- Taibrelle moisture wicking lining.
- Steel shank for torsional rigidity.
- Hygienic removable cushioned innersole with anti-microbial properties.
- Anti-penetration nail guard sole.
- Hydroseal waterproof lining.
EXPEDITION LO (BLACK/BROWN)

Adventure wear workboots designed to go anywhere. Our Adventure wear range offers you high performance outdoor styling.

- Nubuck leather upper.
- Rubber toe-bumper for added scuff protection.
- EVA/Rubber outsole for high durability and comfort.
- Tailbrelle moisture wicking lining.
- Steel shank for torsional rigidity.
- Hygienic removable cushioned innersole with anti-microbial properties.
- Anti-penetration nail guard sole.
- Hydroseal waterproof lining

CLASSIC BOOT

Our Classic Workboots offer you a classic styled, formal shoe that doesn’t compromise on industrial safety features. This Classic Boot is ISO 20345 and SABS approved. It features slip-on, laces free design, a carbon steel toe cap, ultra-comfortable REBEL Safetygear footbed inner sole, and a high quality, full grain cow leather upper.

CLASSIC SHOE

Our Classic Workboots offer you a classic styled, formal shoe that doesn’t compromise on industrial safety features. This Classic Shoe is ISO 20345 and SABS approved. It features a carbon steel toe cap, ultra-comfortable REBEL Safetygear footbed inner sole, and a high quality, full grain cow leather upper.

NON METALLIC BOOT

Tough enough to tread on toes of steel! Our REBEL Safetygear S1 safety footwear boasts state-of-the-art composite toe caps, beating steel in performance, with no compromise on comfort and support. This Non-Metallic Boot is ISO 20345 and SABS approved. Features include 100% metal free design, a durable Barton print leather upper, and an anti-penetration nail guard sole.
NON METALLIC SHOE

Tough enough to tread on toes of steel! Our REBEL Safetygear S1 safety footwear boasts state-of-the-art composite toe caps, beating steel in performance, with no compromise on comfort and support. This Non-Metallic Shoe is ISO 20345 and SABS approved. Features include 100% metal free design, a durable Barton print leather upper, and an anti-penetration nail guard sole.

FX2 SAFETY BOOT (BLACK)

The most affordable, quality safety boot! The FX2 Safety Boot is ISO 20345 and SABS approved, and is a high quality and affordable safety boot which is best described as the best hard working economy boot available.

Highly durable full leather upper.
Lightweight dual density polyurethane sole, extremely slip resistant.
Taibrelle moisture wicking lining.
Nickel-free D-rings.

FX2 CHELSEA BOOT (BLACK/BROWN)

An easy slip-on chelsea boot with a steel midsole for anti-penetration and a smooth micro-fibre upper offering excellent durability and breathability.
Steel toe cap
Smooth finish microfibre upper
Easy “pull-on” tabs
Dual density poly-urethane Sole
Steel mid-sole for anti-penetration
Black taibrelle mesh and micro-fibre upper with contoured heel and arch

GLIDER SHOE

The REBEL Glider is a comfortable, slip resistant and non-metallic slip-on shoe perfectly designed for use in indoor factories, production lines, transport, motor and hospitality inudstries.

Micro-fibre upper with padded micro-fibre collar
Dual density Poly-Urethane sole
Black Taibrelle mesh and micro-fibre lining
200J composite toe-cap
Footbed with extra thick PU foam with 2mm memory foam pillow top and Poron heel insert
Unisex shoe
MINERS BOOT
The ALL NEW Rebel Miner’s boot is a heavy duty boot designed for ultimate protection in tough environments. The Miner’s boot features a Buffalo Crazy Horse Leather upper with Black TPU Toe Guard and Black TPU Heel Support Guard. A Poron® XRD® built-in metatarsal guard provides additional impact protection whilst the steel mid-sole provides excellent anti-penetration protection. The Miner’s boot is highly recommended for the Mining Industry, construction, metal industries, waste disposal and glass and manufacturing and fabrication.

RIGGERS BOOT
The Rebel Rigger boot is ISO 20345 and SABS approved. This water & heat resistant non-metallic boot features a Kevlar® anti-penetration midsole and has a max high temperature application of 300°C (degrees Celsius), and is highly recommended for the Oil and Gas Industries and Oil Rigs; Mining Industry, construction, metal industries, foundries and manufacturing and fabrication.

MENS LIGHT INDUSTRIAL SHOE
The Men’s Light Industrial shoe is ISO 20345 and SABS approved and features a sleek, sporty design. It is a light, ultra-comfortable and stylish safety shoe with a steel toe cap. The high quality materials include a padded footbed, reinforced backguard and slip resistant sole.

THULI (BLACK)
The Thuli chelsea boot is ISO 20345 and SABS approved. It is a slim, ultra-comfortable and elegant slip-on boot with a reinforced backguard. The high quality materials used include a micro-fibre upper, black and pink Tailbrelle mesh micro-fibre lining, a steel toe cap and slip resistant sole.
ZARI (BLACK)

The Zari Shoe features an easy-to-use velcro strap. It is a slim, ultra-comfortable and elegant safety shoe. The high-quality materials used include a micro-fibre upper offering excellent breathability, black and pink Tailbrelle mesh micro-fibre lining, a steel toe cap and slip-resistant sole. The Zari is ISO 20345 and SABS approved.

LADIES LIGHT INDUSTRIAL SHOE

The Ladies Light Industrial shoe is ISO 20345 and SABS approved and features a sleek, sporty design. It is a light, ultra-comfortable and stylish safety shoe with a steel toe cap. The high-quality materials include a padded footbed, reinforced backguard and slip-resistant sole.

KITO (BLACK)

The Kito ladies slip-on shoe is ISO 20345 and SABS approved and features a stylish slip-on design. It is a stylish and ultra-comfortable safety shoe with a steel toe cap. The high-quality materials used include a micro-fibre upper offering excellent breathability, black and pink Tailbrelle mesh micro-fibre lining and a slip-resistant sole.

IMAN (BLACK)

The Iman ladies lace-up shoe is ISO 20345 and SABS approved. It is a stylish and ultra-comfortable safety shoe with a steel toe cap. The high-quality materials used include a micro-fibre upper offering excellent breathability, black and pink Tailbrelle mesh micro-fibre lining, a bellows tongue and collar for added comfort and a slip-resistant sole.

CLASSIC WORK BOOTS NTS (BLACK/BROWN)

Our Classic Workboots offer you a classic styled, formal shoe that doesn’t compromise on industrial safety features. This Classic Boot is ISO 20345 and SABS approved. It features slip-on, laces-free design, a carbon steel toe cap, ultra-comfortable REBEL Safetygear footbed inner sole, and a high-quality, full grain cow leather upper.
JIGGA (BLACK)

A quality heat resistant safety boot. The Jigga is ISO 20345 and SABS approved. A perfect shoe suited for high temperature applications, this boot features a full grain, high quality Barton print leather upper, a dual density PU rubber heat-resistant sole, has a max high temperature application of 300°C (degrees Celsius), and is oil and acid resistant.

TIMBA TRAK (BLACK)

A class 2 forestry boot, our TimbaTrak Boot is ISO 17249 and ISO 20345-S3 certified and approved. Stopping a chainsaw operating at a speed of 24 m/s after making contact, it ensures your feet are kept safe from potential chainsaw cutting. This shoe also features a S3 water resistant action leather upper with waterproof inner lining, and an anti-penetration steel midsole.

HYGIENIC BOOT (WHITE)

Designed for the food and hygiene industry, our Hygienic Boot “Clean Room” is ISO 20345 and SABS approved. Completely white, this safety footwear features a microfiber S2 water resistant material, and has no Velcro or fasteners to increase its hygienic properties. It is ideal for food, medical, pharmaceutical and other hygienic associated industry applications.

S3 TECHNICAL BOOT METATARSAL

The S3 Technical Boot Metatarsal is ISO 20345 and SABS approved. These specialized workboots have been designed to keep your feet safe in the harshest of conditions. Features of this technical workboot include a full grain, high quality buffalo leather with S3 water resistant coating, a dual density polyurethane sole with anti-penetration, and the widest carbon steel toe cap. The additional feature of the metatarsal guard helps to protect the upper foot from falling objects.

HAVOK (BLACK)

The new REBEL Safetygear Platinum Collection offers you the latest safety innovations in safety footwear products that are also built to look genuinely good and offer extreme comfort. The Havoc boot is ISO 20345 approved. This stylish Workboot offers you an easy slip-on solution with supreme comfort. A high quality, premium leather is used, while safety features include steel toe cap, anti-static, oil resistance and heat resistance.
HIKER LO (BLACK/BROWN)
The benchmark in quality workboots! The Hiker Lo is ISO 20345 and SABS approved, and has a range of premium features, including full grain, high quality, waxy leather throughout, and very comfortable soles, all while setting the standard for true quality safety footwear suitable for those always on the move. If you're looking for superior quality and the best comfort, these are for you.

HIKER HI (BLACK)
The benchmark in quality workboots! The Hiker Hi is ISO 20345 and SABS approved, and has a range of premium features, including full grain, high quality, waxy leather throughout, and very comfortable soles, all while setting the standard for true quality safety footwear suitable for those always on the move.

CHUKKA BOOT (BLACK/BROWN)
The benchmark in quality workboots! The Chukka Boot is ISO 20345 and SABS approved, and has a range of high quality features, including premium leather and very comfortable soles, all while setting the standard for true quality safety footwear suitable for those always on the move.

CHUKKA SHOE (BLACK)
The benchmark in quality workboots! The Chukka Shoe is ISO 20345 and SABS approved, and has a range of high quality features, including premium leather and very comfortable soles, all while setting the standard for true quality safety footwear suitable for those always on the move.
FX2 SAFETY BOOT ANIT PENETRATE

The most affordable, quality safety boot! The FX2 Safety Boot is ISO 20345 and SABS approved, and is a high quality and affordable safety boot which is best described as the best hard working economy boot available. This variant features an anti-penetration steel midsole.

FX2 SAFETY SHOE

The most affordable, quality safety shoe! The FX2 Safety Shoe is ISO 20345 and SABS approved, and is a high quality and affordable safety shoe which is best described as the best hard working economy shoe available.

NALA (BLACK)

The Nala lace-up boot is ISO 20345 and SABS approved and features a padded bellows tongue and collar for added comfort. It is a slim, ultra-comfortable and elegant safety shoe. The high quality materials used include a micro-fibre upper offering excellent breathability, black and pink Tailbrelle mesh micro-fibre lining, a steel toe cap and slip resistant sole.

HIKER HI (BROWN)

The benchmark in quality workboots! The Hiker Hi is ISO 20345 and SABS approved, and has a range of premium features, including full grain, high quality, waxy leather throughout, and very comfortable soles, all while setting the standard for true quality safety footwear suitable for those always on the move. If you’re looking for superior quality and the best comfort, these are for you.
HAVOC (BROWN)

The new REBEL Safetygear Platinum Collection offers you the latest safety innovations in safety footwear products that are also built to look genuinely good and offer extreme comfort. The Havoc boot is ISO 20345 approved. This stylish Workboot offers you an easy slip-on solution with supreme comfort. A high quality, premium leather is used, while safety features include steel toe cap, anti-static, oil resistance and heat resistance.

CRAZY HORSE (TAN)

The new REBEL Safetygear Platinum Collection offers you the latest safety innovations in safety footwear products that are also built to look genuinely good and offer extreme comfort. The Crazy Horse boot is ISO 20345 approved. This stylish Workboot offers you an easy slip-on solution with supreme comfort. A high quality, premium leather is used, while safety features include steel toe cap, anti-static, oil resistance and heat resistance.

LO-TOP (CHARCOL)

The new REBEL Safetygear Platinum Collection offers you the latest safety innovations in safety footwear products that are also built to look genuinely good and offer extreme comfort. The Lo-Top shoe is ISO 20345 approved. This stylish safety shoe offers you an easy slip-on solution with supreme comfort. A high quality, premium leather is used, while safety features include steel toe cap, anti-static, oil resistance and heat resistance.

S3 TECHNICAL BOOT

The S3 Technical Boot is ISO 20345 and SABS approved. These specialized workboots have been designed to keep your feet safe in the harshest of conditions. Features of this technical workboot include a full grain, high quality buffalo leather with S3 water resistant coating, a dual density polyurethane sole with anti-penetration, and the widest carbon steel toe cap.
CHEMITRAK S3 BOOT
A quality chemical, water and heat resistant, anti-penetration workboot. The Chemitrak S3 Boot is ISO 20345 and SABS approved. These specialized workboots have been designed to keep your feet safe in the harshest of conditions. The full grain, high quality S2 (water resistant), black treated waxy cow leather offers high resistance to chemicals, heat, flame, oil and mould.

SMELTER BOOT
A quality heat resistant safety boot. The Smelter Boot is ISO 20345 and SABS approved. The best shoe suited for high temperature applications, this boot features a unique Boa Closure System, giving you the benefit of a perfect fit, superior comfort and on-the-fly adjustment. This boot offers a max high temperature application of 300°C (degrees Celsius), full ankle protection, excellent wearing properties, anti-penetration midsole, and fire-fighting Kevlar stitching.

THERMOTRAK HI (BLACK)
A quality heat resistant safety boot. The Thermotrac Hi is ISO 20345 and SABS approved. The best boot suited for high temperature applications.

WORK PRO (BLACK)
Attractive, soft toe, casual work shoe. The WorkPro is the ideal shoe as casual work footwear, where a clean and uniform look is ideal. The Workpro’s ergonomic design and versatility, as well as its affordable price tag, make this non-safety shoe a certain favourite among hospital, hotel, forecourt, restaurant, retail, cleaning, promotional, event, and front desk staff.
ENDURO-MAX (BLACK)
Sports shoe technology in a safety boot. The Enduro-Max is ISO 20345 and SABS approved. This versatile safety shoe offers superb ventilation with a durable mesh and Nubuck leather upper, the moulded TPU sole insert gives torsional rigidity and lateral medial support, while the dual density EVA/Rubber sports shoe outsole offers impeccable comfort and traction.

TUMI (BLACK)
The Tumi boot is ISO 20345 and SABS approved. It is slim, ultra-comfortable and elegant. The high quality materials used include a microfiber upper, padded anti-microbial foam with anti-static properties, and a durable EVA rubber sole.

THAZO
The Thazo boot is ISO 20345 and SABS approved. It is slim, ultra-comfortable and elegant. The high quality materials used include a full grain cow leather upper, side zip for fitting, and a lightweight, dual density polyurethane sole.

AMINA
The Amina shoe is ISO 20345 and SABS approved. It is slim, ultra-comfortable and elegant. The high quality materials used include a full grain cow leather upper and a lightweight, dual density polyurethane sole.
NANDI (BLACK)

The Nandi shoe is ISO 20345 and SABS approved. It is slim, ultra-comfortable and elegant. The high quality materials used include a microfiber upper for easy cleaning and a lightweight, dual density polyurethane sole.

HIGH TOP (BROWN)

The new REBEL Safetygear Platinum Collection offers you the latest safety innovations in safety footwear products that are also built to look genuinely good and offer extreme comfort. The Hi-Top boot is ISO 20345 approved. This stylish Workboot offers you an easy slip-on solution with supreme comfort. A high quality, premium leather is used, while safety features include steel toe cap, anti-static, oil resistance and heat resistance.